Career Skills Toolkit: Designing Effective Science Presentations

https://books.google.com/books/about/Designing_Science_Presentations.html?id=7_QyOqDeg2YC

English Communication for Scientists. **Nature Education.**
https://www.nature.com/scitable/ebooks/english-communication-for-scientists-14053993

How to Give a Dynamic Scientific Presentation. **Elsevier.**
https://www.elsevier.com/connect/how-to-give-a-dynamic-scientific-presentation

Making a Better Research Poster. **American Journal Experts.**
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AwMFhyH7_5g

Oral Presentation Structure. **Nature Education.**
https://www.nature.com/scitable/topicpage/oral-presentation-structure-13900387

Scientific Presentations: A Cheat Sheet. **Naturejobs.**
http://blogs.nature.com/naturejobs/2017/01/11/scientific-presentations-a-cheat-sheet/

Show me the Numbers: Designing Figures and Graphs to Enlighten. **Stephen Few.**
https://books.google.com/books/about/Show_Me_the_Numbers.html?id=1xiHLgEACAAJ

The Craft of Scientific Presentations: Critical Steps to Succeed and Critical Errors to Avoid. **Michael Alley.**
https://books.google.com/books/about/The_Craft_of_Scientific_Presentations.html?id=SFrK92qMp7UC